Optimized target localization in stereotactic radiosurgery using real-time digital portal images.
This paper presents a method for optimized estimation of target localization in stereotactic radiosurgery using real-time digital portal images. The positions of the two radiation sources and the two projection planes in radiosurgery can be chosen arbitrarily. The reconstruction of the target is characterized as a non-linear multi-variable optimization problem, which minimizes the difference between the actual target and the reconstructed target. This optimization problem is solved by the Gaussian least square differential correction (GLSDC) method. Due to the digitized errors and input data errors, the algorithm defines an indirect reference factor (the shortest distance between two x-rays pointing onto the target) as an indication of the accuracy of the method. Our experimental results show that the reference factor is less than 1.0 mm for the correct data entry. The proposed algorithm provides a method that supports on-line target localization which can be done directly on the digital portal imaging device.